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Making a Social Impact
TAS – the developers who are presently working with the Walmer Road Baptist
Church – co-hosted a community Fall Fest last Saturday in pursuit of their self-
defined mission to create positive social impact. An A-frame sign festooned with
balloons supplemented by colourful sidewalk chalk marks led passersby down a
lane off Lowther into the church’s back parking area. It’s here in this hidden
quadrangle that TAS proposes building a publicly accessible courtyard to be
serviced, perhaps, by a commercial coffee shop.

Greeting us at the top of the lane was Mark Chemij of TAS, ready with a display
of drawings to help engage those residents who wished to discuss the current
proposal. Irrepressibly enthusiastic, Mark responded cheerfully to all comments –
negative and positive alike.
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Blessed with perfect fall weather, a number of residents came out to enjoy the
music – some recorded, some live – and to eat the hot dogs, beverages, and
snacks on offer. There were soap bubbles for the kids and hopscotch and hoola
hoops, comfortable chairs for the adults, and a cadre of TAS impact specialists
under the leadership of Ariana Holt reinforced by members of the event’s co-
host, Walmer Road Baptist Church, headed by Lead Pastor Elaine Poproski.

A Monumental Installation

All this was well and good. But truly the highlight of the occasion was not the
fest but the official presentation of the newly installed photographic exhibit on
the sanctuary facade. Three monumental images by Toronto-based
photographer Jon Blak are framed in the windows’ gothic arches, each inviting
the viewer to pause and contemplate the individual subjects’ realities.
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Dr Kenneth Montague (in yellow at centre) introduces photographer Jon Blak,
standing immediately to the left. To the far left is Mazyar Mortazavi, TAS
President & CEO. To the right, in turquoise, is Darcy Killeen, Executive Director of
installation co-sponsor, Scotiabank CONTACT Photography Festival.

 

Emceeing the launch was the dynamic Dr. Kenneth Montague, founder and
director of Wedge Curatorial, a non-profit arts organization with a mandate to
support emerging artists with a focus on Black identity in contemporary art. A
full-time dentist by day (consistently nominated Toronto’s best dentist by
readers of NOW magazine) Ken is an enthusiastic art collector, curator, and
musician.

This is the second major exhibition that Wedge has sponsored for photographer
Jon Blak who has built a solid reputation in Toronto during the past 10 years for
his work exploring the cultural influences and interactions of Jamaica and
Toronto. You can watch his impassioned presentation last Saturday of this most
recent work – Sanctuary Doors – by clicking here.
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Artworks shown (left to right): Charging Pod, 2020; Framing Mirrors, 2014;
Tracking Interface, 2017

All images © Jon Blak 2022. Visit www.wedgecuratorialprojects.org.

 

There’s an Election on?
It’s hard to credit, but there’s less than four weeks to go before the polls open
on Monday October 24th. You’re not alone if you think the City is sleepwalking
towards election day. Signs are yet to be staked on front lawns or taped in
windows. (Strict municipal by-laws prevent their display until tomorrow -- 25
days in advance of the election.)  Our mayor has been all but silent. And here in
Ward 11 we have a slate of relative unknowns running for the position of
Councillor.

Register Now for the October 12 Forum

If you’re craving information, then you should sign up now for the upcoming all-
candidates election forum. We are indebted once again to Robert Brown and
Rory (Gus) Sinclair of Harbord Village RA for organizing the session which is
officially co-sponsored by the ARA among others. Eight rivals for the position of
City Councillor have agreed to participate in the event to be held via Zoom on
Wednesday October 12 at 7:00 pm.
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Past Chair of the Harbord Village RA, Gus has organized political debates for our
area for the past 20 years. Photo Toronto Star.

 

As Gus told Ben Spurr of the Toronto Star, “There are some seriously good
candidates in there.” In fact, we have an embarrassment of riches to consider.
Just check out the analysis in Spurr’s article published last Sunday.

To register for the Ward 11 forum, click here. After providing your name and
contact information, you will receive instructions on how to join the webinar at
the appointed time. Note that you’ll get two reminders: one a week before the
Forum and a second the day before. Saves you hunting through your inbox at
the last moment for that all important link.

Help Shape the Argument

And while we’re on the topic of the election, staunch ARA member Susan De
Rosa reminds us that the CBC is canvassing voters to determine the top issues
for this campaign. The corporation provides a form that’s easy to complete. Just
go to this link and have your say.

 

Notes and Queries
Joseph Sagaj Wraps Toronto

A year ago we followed the unveiling of Joseph Sagaj’s glorious mural in Paul
Martel Park celebrating the creation myths of various Indigenous cultures. Today
Joseph makes his mark on another iconic landmark – the TORONTO sign down
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at City Hall. The official news release gives all the details of the unveiling –
except, of course, for an image of Joseph’s actual art work. That will have to wait
until next week for readers of these pages. In the meantime, Annexonians can be
justifiably proud to boast one of Joseph’s works of our very own.

 

Shine a Light on Road Safety

Just a reminder that this coming Sunday at 7:00 pm, residents are encouraged
to meet at Ramsden Park (near Rosedale Station) to walk, cycle, or roll down
Yonge Street bearing candles, solar-powered lamps, bike lights, and anything
else that lights the way toward a brighter road safety future. For more
information, visit: CommunityBikewaysTO.ca.
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Keeping Pressure on the Avenue

The Avenue Road Safety Coalition (ARSC) has issued a call to action upon the
City’s recent release of the Phase 1 survey results. You can read the complete
results here, but as you might imagine they affirm the need for safety
improvements for all users along the Avenue Road corridor, the most common
concerns being the high speed of traffic, insufficient space on sidewalks, and
lack of buffer space between pedestrians and vehicles.

While the ARSC is satisfied with the survey results, they are urging all residents
to keep the pressure on by participating in Phase 2 (scheduled for Winter/Spring
2023). In the meantime, they ask that you send an email to ARSC in support of
their initiatives while also forwarding their summary of the struggle to date to
your friends and neighbours. Only continued public pressure can lead to change.
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Exactly two years ago, our own Henry Wiercinski was caught on camera
pounding in the ARA sign to support the call for wider sidewalks on Avenue
Road.

 

Lowther Disrupted

For sure there were warnings, but there’s nothing quite like seeing the
construction signs go up to bring it home that Lowther Avenue will be
encumbered for quite some time as the TTC installs elevators for the Spadina
subway station. You can read the details of the project here in which authorities
suggest the closure will last until at least the end of next year. Of course if other
transit projects are anything to go by, that’s an enormously optimistic forecast.

We share the frustration with Edward Keenan, Toronto Star columnist who
recently returned to the city from a three-year stint in Washington, D.C. He
mentioned the ‘hood in his first essay back: The Dupont subway station elevator
is closed for construction, as it was for five years before I left – apparently it was
working at some point while I was gone, but I have never seen it in action in my
life. And in yesterday’s Star he delivered an achingly accurate Waiting for Godot
parody on the status of the Eglinton Crosstown. Unfortunately it reads just as
well for Dupont. Pray it doesn’t for Lowther.
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The Annex Residents' Association is a volunteer organization of residents committed to
improving and preserving the distinctive character of our neighbourhood. Our strength

depends on our base of support in a well-informed community.

This email was sent to gillianbartlettara@gmail.com. To stop receiving emails, click here to
unsubscribe.

The Annex Residents' Association
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